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Abstract: Randomization is one of the powerful tools to analyze, construct and draw valid and unbiased conclusions about the
factorial design. But in some experimental situations, the technique may not perform equally well to draw valid inferences. These
situations may arise due to an influence of external variations like the ageing of catalyst, known as Time-trend or Trend, on the
response. Thus, instead of randomizing the run order of the factorial design, systematically arranging the order of treatments that
is free of variations, neutralizes the adverse effect of Trend. Such systematic designs are known as Trend Free designs. The
design gives not only higher importance to the treatments but also ensures the independence of treatments for further analysis.
Methods for constructing trend-free run order of two-level designs have been studied and developed by many authors. The
proposed run order for 2k and 2k-p design that are linear and quadratic trend free. Systematic run order has been constructed not
only to eliminate the effect of the linear and quadratic trend but also to improve design performance in the presence of a trend.
This article provides another technique to develop trend free run order of two-level factorial design using Symmetric Balanced
Incomplete Block Design.
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1. Introduction
Randomizing the run order in a factorial experiment does not
always give desired results. For example in a chemical
experiment, as time progresses, the chemical process undergoes
many chemical changes over time. The new product of the
experiment may get affected by the ageing of the chemical used.
In this case, the randomization technique may not give
satisfactory results in the sense that the effects of interest may get
affected by some external variations or trend. So, to avoid any
discrepancy that arises due to the external variations, in the
output, systematic pattern of level combinations of the factors or
runs order with effects free of variations or trends should be
constructed. Designs that generate such a run order are called
Trend free designs and the run order generated is known as Trend
free run order. In statistical terms, in the design, the effects are
orthogonal to trend.
Cox, in ref [1] initiated the study of systematic designs.

Presence of uncontrolled variations or trend in the design led him
to use the systematic technique for constructing trend free run
order, instead of using the randomization technique. Other
approaches to the problem of trend elimination were discussed by
the author ref [2]. The author's ref [3], ref [4] and ref [5],
developed plans for sequencing the treatment combinations of
two-level factors to achieve an estimation of effects in the
presence of a trend. The measure of uncontrolled variations in
terms of the linear or quadratic trend was studied by ref [6].
Coster and Cheng as given in ref [7] introduced the generalized
foldover scheme (GFS) for generating systematic run orders of
any prime numbered level factorial plan from a sequence of
generators in a simple way. The authors in ref [8] and ref [9]
provided some new procedures for finding the optimal run order
of factorial designs. In ref [10] trend free run orders of two-level
designs using group theory was introduced. In ref [11] and ref
[12], trend free designs were constructed using a finite field and
coding theory respectively. The significant contribution to the
study of two-level trend free minimum cost factorial design was
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given by the ref [13, 14]. The statistical applications of fractional
factorial designs with specific properties have been discussed in
detail in Hedayat et al. as in ref [15]. In this paper, we provide a
technique of generating trend free run order of two-level factorial
design using Balanced incomplete block design. The paper is
organized into three sections. After the introduction of the article
in section 1, section 2 gives the preliminaries required throughout
the article. The methodology to generate the desired designs
using BIBD is described and illustrated through examples in
section 3.

2. Preliminaries
A factorial design with trend free run orders has many
applications in industrial and manufacturing processes.
Balanced Incomplete Block Designs can also be used to
construct such factorial designs.
2.1. Balanced Incomplete Block Design
A balanced incomplete block design (BIBD) with
parameters{v, b, r, k, λ}, is a block design with v treatments
assigned in b blocks, each of size k; k<v such that each
treatment is replicated r times in the design and each pair of
treatments occur together in λ blocks. The parameters of
BIBD satisfy the following conditions
λ (v-1)=r (k-1)
rv=bk.
A BIBD is symmetric if b=v and r=k
The incidence matrix of the design is denoted by N=(nij)v×b
and is given as
= 1 or 0 according to as ith treatment appearing in the jth
block or not respectively.
2.2. Time Count

Let Y =
denotes the ordered vector of
, ,…
observations and let = 1 , 2 , …
for x=0,1,2,... t be the
N×1 vector of trend coefficients and let be the contrast for the
main effect ; i=1,2,... n, in the run order. Then, the quantity
is known as the time count for the main effect .
A necessary and sufficient condition for the main effect
contrast u to be t-trend free is that
= 0∀

= 0,1,2, , . . ,

(1)

In general, a N×1vector u is called t-trend free if (1) holds.
2.3. Trend Free Run Order
Consider a given ordered set of treatments, represented by
DN where N=2n orthogonal design of n factors of two levels each,
are assigned to experimental units. Now, let Y=(y1, y2,…yN)
denote the ordered vector of observations or treatments
assigned. Suppose that these observations are influenced by a
time trend that can be represented by a polynomial of degree t
(1≤t≤N-1). Then, the model for DN can be written as

=

!+ ℰ

Where ℰ is an N-vector of uncorrelated random errors with
zero means, X is N×n design matrix of factor effect
coefficients. T is the N×t matrix of polynomial trend
coefficients and the vector

=

! represents factor and

trend parameter effects respectively.
Run order is said to be trend free of degree t if it satisfies X'T =
0 where T is trend vector corresponding to the values of the
orthogonal polynomial of degree t to n equally spaced points.
2.4. Generalized Foldover Scheme (GFS)
Coster and Cheng as in ref [7] introduced the generalized
foldover scheme (GFS) for constructing the systematic run
order from the sequence of generators. A factorial design
constructed by GFS has a systematic run order, which is
decided by the choice and order of generators in the generator
matrix. The procedure of the scheme is given as follows.
Consider a factorial design, denoted by D1. Let $% be a
1⨯n matrix of zeros. Then the run order of design D1produced
by the GFS from the generator sequence ' =
( , ( , … () is given by $) where
$ = $

∗

*

$*
$* (
( = ,
0
⋮
$* .−1 (

(2)

For i =1, 2,…, n and q is a prime or prime power, denoting
the number of levels of the factor.
Coster and Cheng ref [7] used the Generalized Fold-over
Scheme (GFS) to construct trend free designs and also
discussed the conditions for linear trend free effects in GFS.
They derived the following conditions for constructing
w-trend free effects using GFS. These conditions can be used
directly in the generator matrix.
1. The main effect of the given factor is w-trend free if the
corresponding letter appears at least (w+1) times in the
generator sequence.
2. A two-factor interaction is w-trend free if and only if there
are at-least (w+1) generators, in each of which exactly one of
the two factors appear at a high level.
For linear trend free effect, the above conditions can be
written as:
PI: For any factor , 1 ≤ 2 ≤ ,if there are at least two
non-zero elements
, 1 ≤ 3 ≤ then all the main effect
components of factor are linear trend free.
PII: For any two factors 4 and 5 , 1 ≤ 6 ≠ 8 ≤ , if there
are at least two pairs 4 5 , 1 ≤ 3 ≤ such that one element
is zero and the other element is non-zero. Then all components
4 × 5 interactions are linear trend free.
Coster and Cheng in ref [7] also developed a method for the
construction of generator matrices for a design. However, their
method of construction is difficult to use.
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3. 2n Trend Free Factorial Designs Using
Symmetric BIBD
In literature, 2n factorial Designs with trend free effects are
studied and constructed by many authors using different
assignment techniques as given in ref [10, 11]. In this article, we
use the incidence matrix of symmetric BIBD, given in ref [16],
for constructing trend free 2n Factorial Designs. The rows of
incidence matrix are used as the sequence of generators. The
sequence of generators then forms the generator matrix. By
applying the technique of GFS to the generator matrix, the
required design can be obtained. In any experimental design
generally, the interest lies in the main effects and two-factor
interactions only, third or higher-order interactions are usually
ignored. Hence, we consider the trend free property of main
effects and two-factor interactions in the generated designs. The
procedure is illustrated through the following examples.
Example 1: Consider Balanced incomplete e block design
with parameters v=4=b, r=k=3, λ=2. The blocks of the design
are given as:
d1=(124), d2=(123), d3=(134), d4=(234) and its incidence
matrix is given as

0
1
1
1
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1
0
1
1

1
1
0
0
1

The above incidence matrix of the design can be selected as
a generator matrix G for the design as defined in (2). Applying
GFS on the generator matrix G a 24 factorial design is obtained.
The design with all main effects and two-factor interactions is
given in Table 1. The last column in the table is the N 1vector
of polynomial trend coefficients. The last row of the table
gives the time count for the effects. Time count is calculated
by replacing zeroes by -1 in the design matrix and obtaining
the sumproduct of each column with the last column of the
table. We observe here that the time count for all the effects is
zero that means, the effects are at-least linear trend free. The
result can be obtained using the properties given in
sub-section 2.4. We observe here that each column of the
generator matrix labelled as X1, X2, X3 and X4 has at-least two
non-zero elements and for two-factor interactions, XiXj (i≠j, i,
j=1,2,3,4) there exist two pairs in which one element is zero
and the other is non-zero. So, by the properties PI and PII, the
generated design has all main effects and two factors
interactions linear trend free or trend free of degree one.

Table 1. Linear trend free 24 factorial design.

TC

0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
0

Main factors
X1
X2
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

X3

X4

0
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0

0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
0

Two–factor interactions
X1X2
X1X3
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

Example 2: Consider Balanced incomplete Block Design
with parameters v =7 =b, r = 3 =k, λ=1
The blocks of the design is given as: d1={0,1,3}, d2={1,2,4},
d3={2,3,5}, d4={3,4,6}, d5={4,5,0}, d6={5,6,1}, d7={6,0,2}
and its incidence matrix N is given as
1
<1
;
;0
N= ;1
;0
;0
:0

0
1
1
0
1
0
0

0
0
1
1
0
1
0

0
0
0
1
1
0
1

1
0
0
0
1
1
0

0
1
0
0
0
1
1

1
0?
>
1>
0>
0>
0>
1=

The columns of the matrix are labelled as

, i=1,2…,7).

X1X4
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0

X2X3
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

X2X4
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0

X3X4
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0

T
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Applying GFS in the incidence matrix we get a 27factorial
design. Using PI, all the main effects are quadratic trend free
and according to PII, all two-factor interactions are 4-trend
free.
The above results can be generalized and expressed in the
following theorems:
Theorem 1: If there exists a symmetric BIBD with
parameters {v, b, r, k, λ}, r, k≥2, then a 2v factorial design
can be constructed such that every main effect is (k-1)-trend
free.
Proof: Consider the incidence matrix of BIBD (v, b, r, k, λ).
Since the block size of each block is k, hence every column of
incidence matrix will have at most k non-zero elements.
Applying GFS to the incidence matrix a 2v factorial design is
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constructed and using the conditions given by ref [7] all the
main effects are (k-1) trend free.
Theorem 2: Existence of a symmetric BIBD with
parameters {v, b, r, k, λ}, r, k ≥ 2, implies the existence of a 2v
factorial design in which all two-factor interactions are 2
(r-λ)-1 trend free.
Proof: Consider a BIBD (v, b, r, k, λ). Let a treatment AI
appears in r blocks. This implies that it does not appear in (b-r)
blocks. Now consider two treatments AI and Aj and suppose
they occur together in λ blocks. Also, (r-λ) blocks contain AI
but not Aj, and (r-λ) blocks contain Aj but not Ai. So the number
of blocks which contain neither AI nor Aj is b-2r+λ. This gives
that any two columns of the incidence matrix will have at-least
2 (r-λ) generators in each of which exactly one of the two
factors appear at a high level. Using the incidence matrix as
the generator matrix and applying GFS we get a 2v factorial
design in which all two-factor interactions are 2 (r-λ)-1trend
free.
In Table 2 we have listed some trend free 2v factorial
designs generated from a series of symmetric BIBD as in ref
[16] using the above results.
Table 2. List of Generated Designs.
3

Series (a) v=s +s +s+1=b, k=s2+s+1=r, λ=2s≥1is a prime or prime power
Degree of trend freeness (at least)
Factorial Design
Main effects
Factor Interactions
C
E
2 (s2+s-1)-1
F +F
2B DB DBD
4
s=1
2
Quadratic
linear
s=2
215
6-trendfree
9-trendfree
40
s=3
2
12-trendfree
21-trendfree
Series (b): v=2s-1=b, r=2s-1-1=k, λ=2s-2-1; s>2
G
(2s-1-2)-trend free
(2s-1-1)-trendfree
2 *
s=3
27
2-trendfree
3-trendfree
s=4
215
6-trendfree
7-trendfree
s=5
231
14-trendfree
15-trendfree
2
Series (c): v=s +s+1=b, r=s+1=k, λ=1
E
s-trend free
2s-1trendfree
2B DBD
s=2
27
2-trendfree
3-trendfree
s=3
213
3-trendfree
5-trendfree
s=4
221
4-trendfree
7-trendfree
s=5
231
5-trendfree
9-trendfree
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4. Conclusion
Trend free two-level factorial designs were also constructed
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design are always being a prior interest to a manufacturer.
Sometimes, the effect of interactions of factors on the
response may prove to be significant to get the optimal run
order of a factorial design. This article provides an easy and
general procedure to generate 2n factorial design in which the
main factor and two-factor interactions are at-least linear trend
free.
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